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SUMMARY OF THE MAIN ARTICLES
T h e second part of HAGGAI
ERLICH'Sarticle, The Tribes in Y e m e n and Their Role
in the War, 1962-68 traces the political role of the Yemeni tribes in the war, particularly in light of the Egyptian presence in Yemen, both in civilian and military
capacities. The strength and continuity of the tribe as the basic social unit emerges
as the determining factor in the course and outcome of the war. Opposing the
traditional, tribal society and dedicated to its transformation was a group of officers
led by 'Abdallah Salläl who headed the Republican camp. Their strong and constant
efforts to radically alter Yemeni society led to the presence of Egyptian troops to
aid them in the struggle against the Imäm and his supporters. As the rulers became
increasingly dependent on the Egyptians and dedicatid to the irnplementation of
radical programs of "Arab Socialism," tribes which had not backed the Imäm and
essentially viewed the establishment of the Republic favorably turned against it. In
addition to the alienation of tribes, there was opposition on the part of moderates
and liberals in the government, even some wh; had initiated ferorms under the
Imäm Ahrnad among others, Abd ar-Rahmän al-'Iriäni, Ahmad Muhammad Nu'män
of the Shäfi'i tribes and Muhammad az-Zubayri of Zaydi tribes. The latter neither
wished to undermine the social-political fralnework of the country nor abolish the
Imämate, but advocated more freedom, education, a free press, and an elected
legislature.
The iatter group had the support of rnany tribes and the Egyptians who realized
the necessity of tribal backing for the regime allowed this element to operate within
the Republic despite its opposition to the foreign army in their midst. However,
Nasser's programs ignored the basic unit of Yemeni society and therefore they met
with difficulties. Tribes persisted in their loyalty to the republic for several reasons,
including a long-standing blood feud with the Imäm, &ch as Al-Ahmar of the
Häshid tribal confederation; a desire for moderate reform and the abolition of the
Sädd aristocrary; consideration of real-politik, and anti-Zaydi feelings on the part
of Shäfi'is, Others lika the Hadä', were well-paid by the Egyptians. Salläl's verbal
support of the struggle of the Yafä'i and 'Awäliq tribes against the British many
years beforehand played a part in their backing of the Republic. Some Shaykhs
living in San'a far from their tribe, announced support for Salläl in return for
various favors. Others, like sorne of the Muräd, lent Salläl a hand because of conIlict within their tribe. Egypt required that the few tribes whose lands they occupied
declare loyalty to the Republic, supply troops and weapons to the army, and deliver
several hostages ( a practice of the Imäm).
Egypt and the Salläl government attempted to win over the tribes by bestowing
honors on the various Shaykhs and convening conferences of the tribes. While Salläl
was in Cairo in 1963 the moderate leaders 'Iriäni, Zubayri, and al-Ahmar assembled
500 Shaykhs who agreed to the following resolution: the creation of an army of
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28,000 tribesmen, limitation of Salläl's power, and most important, the witdrawal of
Egyptian tribes. In light of this massive display, the Egyptians made several concessions to the tribas - an end to land reform and the inclusion of moderates and
tribal elements in the government and an investigation of the murder of Shaykhs by
arrny officers of the Republic.
In October 1962 the first Egyptian bombing of areas populated by tribes occurred
and the news of the killing of Shaykhs resulted in a poorly attended conference of
lieads of tribes. On January 1, 1963 a supra-tribal council headed by Zubayri was
formed which met with little response. The tribes' indifference to the Republic mas
evident in the lukewarm greeting of Egyptian Field Marshall 'Amir in February 1963.
Salläl announced the creation of an executive council of five heads of tribes under
his aegis, and formed an advisory council in which the tribes had no role. The Republic and its Egyptian patrons had reached the nadir of their popularity among
the tribes with the rebellion of the Arhab tribe and the transfer of the allegiance of
scveral tribes to the Royalists.
Zubayri resigned from the government, forming a "third force" Hizb Allah (faction of God) comprised of moderates and tribal elements opposed to both the
Egyptians and the Imäm. The conference issued an ultimatum to Egypt to withdraw
by April ? i , 1965. On April 1, 1965 Zubayri was assassinated. One month later,
with Egypt's permission, 'Iriäni called another, similar tribal conference in Khamir
whose aim was to join the moderates of the Republicans and the Royalists and
prepare a constitution. The conference acquired an anti-Egyptian tone and several
Shaykhs had to escape Yemen. However, this "third force" met again in August
1965 while Nasser met with Faysal of Saudi Arabia at Jedda in attempt to end
the mar and withdraw Egyptian troops. The tribal conference agreed to the retreat
of Egypt, tribal independence and representation, and a guarantee that socialism
~ o u l dnot be enforced in Yemen.
While Egypt did not react immediately, in early 1966 Nasser had Salläl returned
to power. (The latter had been in Cairo while Iriani headed the government.) The
moderates 'Umari and 'Iriäni were flown to Cairo and placed under house a r r a t
iintil November 1967.
Salläl's return and Nasser's failure to keep his part of the Jedda agreement stimulated
the Royalists into action, with Saudi aid. The new raclical government cstablished a
popular front ( t h e Ittrhäd al-Quzozoät ash-Shdrbiyga) emphasizing socialism and advocating a change in the composition of the government to include workers, intellecruals, students and the military. Salläl conducted purges of his opponents. Many
tribes which had lent their voices to the moderated Republic joined or sympathized
with the Royalists. Leaders who supported neither the Royalists nor Salläl joined
al-Ahmar in the region of the Häshid.
In order to mollify the tribes and fullfill their ideology the Egyptians embarkec!
cin a campaign of reforms and improvements, such as hospital and school construction. Although they meant we11 they displayed a lack of understanding and acted
iii an arrogant manner towards the Yemenis whom they considered primitive.
trequently making negative judgments regarding the character of the tribesmen.
This experience is described in detail by the Egyptian general Jamäl al.Mahfuz'
;blemoir.r of a Fighter in Y e m r n . Thus, the presence of the foreigner in both civilian
and militarp life became unbearahle to the trihesmen whose uray of life was viewed
by Egyptians as inferior.
After the Khartoum agreement (summer 1967) between Nasser and Faysal Egyptian
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eventually prevailed because of tlie continued use of the Civil Code of Egypt drafted
Ly the jurist 'Abd ar-Razzäq as-Sanhuri in 1875, based on French, Italian and Shari'a
(Muslim) law. The Code was revised in the 1940s and became law in Egypt on October 15, 1949, aching as the basis for law in most Arab countries, from Syria to
Kuwait, including Jordan. Muslim religious groups in Jordan, however, objected to
certain provisions anci the 1951 law code of Jordan was deferred.
Some modern legislation based on American laws has been adopted, mainly regarding labor, commerce, and fiscal matters.
In conclusion, the ;luthor summarizes the purposes of legislative pourer in Jordan,
as follows:
1. T o preserve and solidify the authority of the King and his follo\~ersto such
an extent whereby they will not be accountable or answerable to any one elst.
2 . T o reduce the democratic parliamentary system to rubber stamp members.
3. T o reverse the legal systeni in tlie West Bank so that it folloms the continental system, and thus become more in line with laws prevailing in tlie Arah
countries.
4. The intention and objective of the Legislature was to uproot the Palestinian
identity and character in all its phases, so that it will cease to endanger the supreme
position and powers of the King and the privileged classes in 'Ammän.

